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U.S. Treasury Secretary-designate Jack Lew
Source: fox5sandiego. com

Ambassador Lee E Wanta <ameritrustusa@gmail.com>

Re: * and more IMPORTANT VITAL redux Down Under Ponzi Scheme and Protocol Update
and More

thomas heneghan <gandgbrokerage@msn.com> Fri, Oct 11, 2019 at 8:33 AM
To: US President Al Gore <press@carthagegroup.com>, "info@carthagegroup.com" <info@carthagegroup.com>, Consulate general
of France in Chicago <visas@consulfrance-chicago.org>, Ambassador Lee E Wanta <ameritrustusa@gmail.com>

From: Mary <mary_afavictory@hushmail.com>

Sent: Thursday, October 10, 2019 8:22 PM

To: gandgbrokerage@msn.com <gandgbrokerage@msn.com>; US President Al Gore <press@carthagegroup.com>; info@carthagegroup.com

<info@carthagegroup.com>; mary_afavictory@hushmail.com <mary_afavictory@hushmail.com>

Subject: * and more IMPORTANT VITAL redux Down Under Ponzi Scheme and Protocol Update and More

 

Sunday January 20, 2013

Protocol Update Plus a lot More

by Tom Heneghan,  International Intelligence Expert

 
UNITED States of America – It
can now be reported that

U.S. President Barack Obama
has signed off to allow U.S.

Treasury Secretary-designate
Jack Lew to complete the 

bilateral tax agreement between
the IMF, the U.S. 

Treasury and Austrian banks that will, at last, implement 

the Wanta-Reagan-Mitterrand Protocols. 

U.S. Treasury Secretary Timothy Geithner, who could easily be indicated for money laundering, comingling of
funds, and giving insider trading tips to crooked banks, will resign his position on February 1, 2013, which
will then pave the way for Jack Lew’s swift confirmation as the next U.S. Treasury Secretary.

Reference: As we reported last week, the International Monetary Fund (IMF) has frozen IMF proprietary
accounts tied to the Central Bank of Australia that has been comingling Wanta-Reagan-Mitterrand Protocol
funds in the FOREX currency market with the assistance of none other than current U.S. Treasury Secretary
Timothy Geithner.

The sense of urgency to complete Protocol implementation has now reached critical mass.

Despite bogus economic reports and statistics being released by the Peoples Republic of China, the truth is
that China’s economy is collapsing with their banks full of toxic worthless derivatives.
Item: The imploding Chinese economy will almost certainly force the Australian Central Bank to cut interest
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Item: The imploding Chinese economy will almost certainly force the Australian Central Bank to cut interest
rates at their next meeting.

 
Christine Lagarde, Managing Director of the IMF

P.S. The IMF and its Managing Director Christine Lagarde and German Bundesbank Chairman Jen Weidmann
are now finished with Greece. Greece, which needs another 10 billion euros to bail out the toxic derivatives
linked to numerous Greek financial institutions, has been ordered to default by the IMF and leave the
European Union within 30 days.

Reference: One must not forget that the derivatives in the Greek banks are holdings linked to U.S. banking
giants Goldman Sachs and JP Morgan.

Greece, unlike Spain and Italy, has not received any Wanta-Reagan-Mitterrand Protocol funds from the IMF
because Greece does not have an independent sovereign treasury.P.P.S. As the worldwide currency war
continues, the global demand for gold and silver aka real collateralized assets escalates.

Last week it was reported by Bloomberg News that the U.S. Mint is out of silver coins and a major ETF, SLV
bought six hundred tons of silver last week.

Thursday January 31, 2013

Down Under Ponzi Scheme and Protocol Update and More

by Tom Heneghan, International Intelligence Expert

UNITED States of America – It can now be reported that trillions of dollars of worthless Deutsche Bank toxic
derivatives are now sitting in the Central Bank of Australia.

These derivatives are being used to inflate the value of the worthless euro currency and simultaneously
depreciate the Japanese yen in order to fund their latest FOREX currency fraud.

We can now divulge that IMF Managing Director Christine Lagarde has ordered the IMF to freeze the
custodial IMF accounts at the Central Bank of Australia as to prevent further criminal money laundry.

Note: Lagarde has already frozen the proprietary accounts at the Deutsche Bank in Europe.

Question: Where do the derivatives go next?

One day they are in the Cayman Islands the next day they are in Australia. Stay tuned.

Lagarde has also given a final warning to the Central Bank of Australia to quit comingling Wanta-Reagan-
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Lagarde has also given a final warning to the Central Bank of Australia to quit comingling Wanta-Reagan-
Mitterrand Protocol funds.

We can reveal that the Central Bank of Australia was being used to forestall the collapse of the German
Deutsche Bank and the European Central Bank (ECB) in the illegal use of Wanta-Reagan-Mitterrand Protocol
funds as to collateralize the worthless Deutsche Bank derivatives.

 

 

This ponzi scheme has been enabled by the treasonous and criminal, privately-owned U.S. Federal Reserve
and the Central Bank of Israel in using illegal credit default swaps that artificially weaken the U.S. dollar as to
accommodate the money laundry operation we have just exposed.

Note: Traitor and criminal and money launderer Bernanke was using U.S. Taxpayers’ money to conspire in
this latest financial fraud.

Direct message to Bernanke: With U.S. Treasury Secretary-designate Jack Lew’s confirmation pending
Protocol implementation is imminent and you and your treasonous conspirators will soon face real justice for
destruction of the U.S. economy.

Tuesday January 15, 2013 

Emergency Update, 1 of 3 

by Tom Heneghan 

International Intelligence Expert

UNITED States of America – As alleged President Barack Obama readies his totally UNCONSTITUTIONAL Executive Orders (EOs) that will destroy and wipe out the 2nd

Amendment of the Constitution of the United States, radiation fallout from the failed Japanese nuclear reactor at Fukushima is now spread over 23 states in the U.S.

Civics Lesson 1: It is important to remember that former year 2000 illegal White House occupant, nation wrecker, Constitution shredder, election stealer, U.S. Treasury embezzler,

cocaine sorting, AWOL, war criminal George W. BushFRAUD and current alleged U.S. President Barack Hussein Obama-Soetoro already destroyed the 1st Amendment to the

U.S. Constitution with the UN-Constitutional BushFRAUD Patriot Act and the totally UN-Constitutional Obama NDAA (National Defense Authorization Act).

Civics Lesson 2: Remember, folks, the 2nd Amendment exists to defend the 1st Amendment.

**************************************************************************************

Tuesday January 15, 2013 

Emergency Update, 2 of 3 

by Tom Heneghan 

International Intelligence Expert

P.S. At this hour, we can divulge the IMF has told President Barack Obama to sign off on the final implementation of the Wanta-Reagan-Mitterrand Protocols immediately!

P.P.S. The U.S. Provost Marshal and U.S. Treasury Secretary-designate Jack Lew told check kiter and money launderer, Timothy Geithner, to quit looting pension funds of the

U.S. Taxpayers on behalf of corrupt criminal banks.

**************************************************************************************

Tuesday January 15, 2013 

Emergency Update 3 of 3 

by Tom Heneghan 

International Intelligence Expert

In closing, as our Constitution hangs in the balance, it is important to remember the NRA (National Rifle Association) has no credibility when it comes to the Constitution.
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The NRA defends the 2nd Amendment but does not defend the 1st Amendment in regards to the UN-Constitutional Patriot Act and the NDAA (National Defense Authorization Act).

Note: A hack organization of the Republican Party, the NRA actually endorsed nation wrecker, election stealer, Constitution shredder and homosexual in-the-closet and crooked

bank stooge, George W. BushFRAUD in his race against then Vice President now year 2000 duly elected President Albert Gore Jr.

As Lafayette remains at Brandywine, Albert Gore Jr. remains the non-inaugurated, duly elected natural born President of the United States of America.

Sunday January 13, 2013

Where is the Iraqi Dinar Now plus Protocol Update, 1 of 4
by Tom Heneghan, International Intelligence Expert

UNITED States of America – It can now be reported that trillions of unmarked Iraqi dinar currency is currently
being recycled from various worldwide banks, including U.S. Citibank, Wells Fargo, Bank of America, UBS
Switzerland, along with the Snakehill Bank of Australia.

Reference: There is also a tie in to American International Group (AIG) and its holding company Starr
International.

At this hour, the Iraqi dinar is being placed back into the Central Bank of Iraq without IMF supervision.

This latest money laundry represents an entire world economic reset as SAC Capital, Knight Capital, and the
noted gangster bank JP Morgan Chase face huge cross-collateralized derivative exposure.

Note: The derivatives are worthless and about to be called on.

If you are a stock market investor look out below.

These crooked JP Morgan bets, which involve illegal credit spreads and fraudulent forward sales of precious
metal contracts, have a direct tie in to the noted London Whale JP Morgan trading debacle.

We can now also divulge that JP Morgan and the London Whale used illegal cross-collateralized credit spread
derivatives as margin in an attempt to rig aka depreciate and rig the price of silver and gold.

P.S. At this hour the U.S. Provost Marshal, along with the U.S. Comptroller of the Currency, are being
blocked by U.S. Justice Department officials in regards to pursuing evidence that now links the U.S. State
Department aka U.S. Department of Commerce, the government of Turkey, and the U.S. based American-
Turkish Council in using the unregistered CIA outpost in Benghazi, Libya as a major money laundry center in
the illegal trafficking of both arms and narcotics to both sides involved in the current civil war in Syria.

We can also reveal the last man to see Ambassador Christopher Stevens alive was none other than the
Turkish Ambassador to Libya.

We can now report that both Stevens and the Turkish Ambassador to Libya had engaged in a serious
argument aka a shouting match the same day that Ambassador Christopher Stevens was assassinated.

Read Parts 2, 3 and 4 below

*******************************************************

Where is the Iraqi Dinar Now plus Protocol Update, 2 of 4
by Tom Heneghan,  International Intelligence Expert

Jack Lew, U.S. Treasury Secretary designate
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At this hour, U.S. Treasury Secretary designate Jack Lew is ready to sign off on the final implementation of
the Wanta-Reagan-Mitterrand Protocols aka the bilateral tax agreement involving the U.S. Treasury, Austrian
banks and the International Monetary Fund (it is $30 TRILLION).

American patriot Jack Lew is moving forward despite attempts by Senator Jeff Sessions, Republican of
Alabama (Bush-Clinton Crime Family Syndicate stooge) to blackmail the Obama Administration regarding
Protocol implementation.

*********************************************************

Where is the Iraqi Dinar Now plus Protocol Update, 3 of 4
by Tom Heneghan,  International Intelligence Expert 

Bush Crime Family stooges Senator Jeff Sessions and Karl Rove

Senator Sessions currently operates a massive political slush fund tied to former real estate lobbyist Lanny
Young, former Alabama Attorney General William Pryor and Bush Crime Family bagman Karl Rove.

The aforementioned corrupt individuals previously conspired with U.S. Justice Department officials (most of
them bribed) to frame former Democratic Governor of Alabama Don Siegelman on a bogus campaign finance
charge brought against him by none other than Karl Rove stooge, Republican lobbyist Lanny Young.

Note: Both Karl Rove and Jeff Sessions once bragged that they own U.S. Attorney General Eric Holder. The
FBI is in possession of an audio tape recording conversation involving Rove and Sessions regarding their
statement about AG Holder.

Sessions was also linked in the 1990s to Hillary Rodham Clinton puppet Eva Telege aka Teleke aka Teleki in
stopping then Vice President Albert Gore Jr. and Ambassador Leo Wanta from implementing an Alabama toll
bridge (financed by Parkhead Financial) that would have been vital, if it had been built, in the evacuation of
hurricane victims after Katrina.

Stay tuned, more to come.

Read Part 4 below

*********************************************************

Sunday January 13, 2013

Where is the Iraqi Dinar Now plus Protocol Update, 4 of 4
by Tom Heneghan, International Intelligence Expert 

NYC Mayor Michael Bloomberg

In closing, we have a question.

Did New York City Mayor Michael Bloomberg short Pepsi Cola stock
before he banned Pepsi Cola from New York City hospitals?

Bloomberg, a direct enemy of the 1st and 2nd Amendments to the
Constitution of the United States, is a control freak and has liaison to
both U.S. FBI Division 5 cointelpro and the treasonous Department of
Homeland Security (DHS).

Finally stay tuned for future intelligence briefings when we will bring you everything you wanted to know
about Mayor Bloomberg and the pending financial collapse.

Leo Wanta Federal Court Ruling
Part 1 of 3

by Tom Heneghan, International Intelligence Expert

Leo Wanta Biography 
Chapter Twelve 

Federal Court Ruling 

http://theglobalnewsandviews.files.wordpress.com/2013/01/chapter-twelve_rev1.pdf
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P.S. At this hour we can divulge that attorneys for Ambassador Leo Wanta are petitioning
the U.S. Supreme court to set a time and date for final completion of the IMF, Austrian
banks, and U.S. Treasury bilateral tax agreement (originally ordered in late October by the
U.S. Supreme Court) that will complete the final implementation of the Wanta-Reagan-
Mitterrand Protocols and transfer $1.5 trillion from the U.S. Treasury to the custodial
AmeriTrust account of Ambassador Wanta, that will then allow him to pay the taxes on the
AmeriTrust account to the U.S. Internal Revenue Service.

Read Parts 2 and 3 below.

Leo Wanta Federal Court Ruling
Part 2 of 3

by Tom Heneghan, International Intelligence Expert

P.P.S. It is now vital for U.S. President Barack Obama to sign over the transfer of Protocol
funds from the U.S. Treasury to the IRS and DO IT NOW!

 
Former First Lady Nancy Reagan
(r) President Barack Obama
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Reference: Former First Lady Nancy Reagan was on the phone with President Obama this
morning while Obama is, once again, vacationing in Hawaii.
 
We can also divulge that current U.S. Speaker of the House John Boehner, Republican of
Ohio, has joined the Wanta team
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Read Part 3 below.

 
 
Leo Wanta Federal Court Ruling
Part 3 of 3

by Tom Heneghan, International Intelligence Expert

source

In closing, it is imperative that final Protocol implementation be done
IMMEDIATELY given that 
over $190 TRILLION of worthless toxic derivatives tied to JP Morgan
Chase, Goldman Sachs,
Bank of America, U.S. Citibank, and the Federal Reserve Bank of New
York threaten to collapse 
the entire world economy at any moment.

Sunday December 30, 2012

Protocol Update plus There is NO Fiscal Cliff
Part 1 of 1a, 2, 2a and 3

by Tom Heneghan, International Intelligence Expert

UNITED States of America – It can now be reported that the $1.5 TRILLION representing the final
implementation of the Wanta-Reagan-Mitterrand Protocol funds is now sitting in the coffers of the U.S.
Treasury.

Reference: The $1.5 TRILLION represents the taxes due the U.S. Internal Revenue Service on the Swiss-
based U.S. CIA custodial AmeriTrust account.

At this hour it is unknown if U.S. President Barack Obama has complied with the U.S. Supreme Court order
and transferred the funds from the U.S. Treasury to the IRS.

It is also unclear if the IRS has received the funds since the IRS computer system is allegedly down for
repairs until January 2nd.

Question: Has the IRS been hacked?

We can also reveal that U.S. Treasury Secretary Timothy Geithner has been forced to recuse himself from
the Protocol process or face arrest by the U.S. Provost Marshal.

As the year 2012 comes to an end, forces close to the U.S. military are reporting that U.S. President Barack
Obama continues to be blackmailed by the Bush-Clinton Crime Family Syndicate.

U.S. military sources are reporting that crime syndicate team leaders include Bush family lawyer and
spokesman, election 2000 fixer and stealer, James Baker, former BushFRAUD U.S. Treasury Secretary Henry
‘Hank’ Paulson, as well as former Clinton U.S. Treasury Secretary and Citibank CEO Robert Rubin.

http://www.msplinks.com/MDFodHRwOi8vZGlzY2VybmluZ3RoZXRpbWVzLm1lL3dwLWNvbnRlbnQvdXBsb2Fkcy8yMDEyLzAxL0dsb2JhbC1FY29ub21pYy1DcmlzaXMuanBn
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Sunday December 23, 2012

World Economy Ready for a Reset 
by Tom Heneghan, International Intelligence Expert

source

UNITED States of America – It can now be reported that IMF President Christine Lagarde has reached
agreement with the U.S. branch of the IMF, U.S. Internal Revenue Service and the Austrian banks on the
bilateral tax agreement between the U.S. and European IMF wings that will lead to the final implementation of
the Wanta-Reagan-Mitterrand Protocols that will put $1.5 TRILLION back in the U.S. Treasury.

Item: The concensus that has been reached by U.S. and European IMF officials includes the repatriation of
14.7 metric tons of Somalian gold that is currently sitting in vaults at the Brazilian treasury.

At this hour, the IMF continues Protocol implementation, asset redemption and repatriation with creation of
sovereign draw down accounts that will write down the toxic derivative holdings of zombi financial
institutions like the German Deutsche Bank.

The German Deutsche Bank, which had their proprietary trading accounts frozen by the IMF one week ago, is
currently holding a significant amount of Japanese government bonds.

The Central Bank of Japan continues a policy of depreciating the value of the yen and lowering the borrowing
costs to its lenders.

Notice to the Central Bank of Japan: The IMF is ready to give the Deutsche Bank a haircut at the IMF
barbershop.

 
 

P.S. Now that Wanta-Reagan-Mitterrand Protocol implementation is finally imminent we can divulge that the
entire world economy will be reset by the IMF with both the U.S. dollar and Brazilian real becoming super
world currencies, with both the U.S. dollar and Brazilian real having an exchange coordinated rate differential
that will bring about worldwide currency equilibrium.

What this will do will end the worldwide currency wars that was actually started by the U.S. Federal Reserve
and reduce the volatility in the worldwide financial derivative markets.
It was the illegal uncollateralized derivative trading by crooked banks that triggered the financial crisis to

http://www.msplinks.com/MDFodHRwOi8vYXdzLmNhbmVxdWl0eS5jb20vYXNzZXRzL2ltYWdlcy9nbG9iYWwtZWNvbm9teS5qcGc=
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and reduce the volatility in the worldwide financial derivative markets.
It was the illegal uncollateralized derivative trading by crooked banks that triggered the financial crisis to
begin with.

 
source

P.P.S. Stay turned for future intelligence briefings, including an IAEA report that fingers the government of
Iran in directly aiding the nuclear program of North Korea.

We will also have an update on the spread of chemical weapons (red mercury 20.20) across the Middle East
with the financing of this black market weapon of mass destruction (WMD) proliferation tied to none other
than Marc Rich’s Swiss-based Glencore Commodities and the government of Iran.

LATE BREAKING REPORT

P.P.P.S. U.S. Justice Department officials that recently indicted United Bank of Switzerland (UBS) on criminal
charges involving the rigged LIBOR rate, have informed financial regulators: the NFA and the CFTC that a
bank can not be a counter party to a commodity exchange even if the exchange declares itself a public
corporation.

The evidence gathered by Justice Department officials show that UBS Switzerland traded through stooge
bank holding corporations that became a counter party to disguise fraudulent manipulation of the LIBOR
rate.

Translation: What this means is that all MFGlobal and PFG illegally liquidated and looted customer
segregated accounts must be 100% fully reinstated. 

 

Note: Jefferies bank holding company headquartered in Chicago was the bank that conspired with the
National Futures Association (NFA) to illegally liquidate PFG customer segregated accounts.

Recently it got worse!

Jefferies bank over the last week has been handing out bonuses to its banking employees using none other
than the illegally liquidated PFG customer segregated accounts.

Final notice to both MFGlobal and PFG trustees as well as Jeffries Bank Holding Company:

PUT THE PEOPLE’S MONEY BACK!

In closing, to all the loyal followers of these intelligence briefings:

Merry Christmas to all!

https://ascensionwithearth.wordpress.com/category/tom-heneghan/page/10/

----- 

October 17, 2012

P.P.S. We can also divulge that U.S. Supreme Court Chief Justice John
Roberts has now stated that the rule of law mandates Wanta-Reagan-
Mitterrand Protocol implementation IMMEDIATELY!

http://www.msplinks.com/MDFodHRwOi8vd3d3LmpvZW1pbGxlci51cy93cC1jb250ZW50L3VwbG9hZHMvMjAxMi8wMy9rb21ib19NYWhtb3VkX0FobWFfMTU3OTA4NXAuanBn
https://ascensionwithearth.wordpress.com/category/tom-heneghan/page/10/
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Protocol Implementation Underway
By Tom Heneghan, International Intelligence Expert 

http://upload.wikimedia.org/wikipedia/commons/7/7d/John_Boehner_official_portrait.jpg
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American Patriot Ambassador Leo Wanta, French President Francois Mitterrand and American President

Ronald Reagan

 

UNITED States of America – It can now be reported that the capital injection aka the 5 billion euro advance to
the Spanish Bankia is setting stage for the final implementation of the Wanta-Reagan-Mitterrand Protocols.

Another 70 billion will be allocated to the nations of France, Germany, China, Greece, along with the Russian

Federation and other nations.

Reference: Massive redemption and repatriation of collateralized assets from offshore proprietary accounts
aka Swiss Banks Credit Suisse and UBS continue under the supervision of the IMF (International Monetary

Fund) and the U.S. Inspector General.

P.S. The implementation of the Wanta-Reagan-Mitterrand Protocols will re-collateralize banks worldwide,

eliminate inflationary expectations, reduce euro debt derivative exposure and with the return of significant

funds to the U.S. Treasury zero out the U.S. budget deficit.

The triggering date is October 1st.

Former First Lady Nancy Reagan

In closing, we want to, once again, thank a great American Patriot, former First Lady Nancy Reagan, for her
assistance in this matter that will give the People of the World a chance for a new day.

 
Financial Reality Check 

Tom Heneghan, International Intelligence Expert

Sunday August 26, 2012

UNITED States of America – Today we are going to discuss the need for the equity market to be significantly
lower in order for Federal Reserve Chairman Bernard Bernanke to step in with his munificence (laugh out
loud).
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Critically, this is less about the absolute level of the S&P 500 (so anyone expecting the Fed Chairman to step

in with the S&P 500 within a few percent of multi year high is dreaming) but, as Barry Knapp from Barclays
Bank notes additional monetary stimulus is a function of both inflationary and deflationary expectation (as

opposed to a shallow drop in the S&P 500).

Right now there is a level balance between inflationary and deflationary expectation. It is the risk of deflation
that will trigger a policy reaction.

Current conditions are not even close to levels that have warranted additional stimulus in the past, which we
estimate to be a 2% 5Y5Y forward inflation break even rates. In order for that level to be triggered based on

the post crisis relations between equities and inflation expectations the S&P 500 trailing earnings yield would

need to rise over 8.2% implying an S&P 500 level 1200.

Tracking inflationary and deflationary expectations is critical to any new QE hope, and for now, there is none

on the horizon no matter how much everyone clammers for it.

P.S. We can now divulge that Bundesbank president Jens Weidmann has told Der Spiegel magazine that he
will veto any new ECB bond purchasing program. Weidmann believes any alleged new stimulus aka writing

new derivatives to replace old derivatives has becomes a drug addition for certain European banks.

We can now report that Weidmann is working closely with both the IMF (International Monetary Fund) and the

U.S. Inspector General on a program of worldwide bank reconsolidation and recollateralizaton.

P.P.S. This all dovetails to both the Chinese and Japanese central banks who are currently in the process of
buying U.S. dollars. The Chinese and Japanese need this U.S. currency to fund their vendor financing as to

issues letter of credit.

P.P.P.S. The Attorney General of New York (where is Eric Holder?) is compiling new evidence linking Royal
Bank of Scotland (RBS) and HSBC of London to using the proceeds from their Iranian money laundry
program to boost the price of both the stock and commodity markets (create asset bubbles).

Note: As we reported in previous intelligence briefings, this money laundry operation was all part of a ponzi
scheme that would allow private investors aka crooked banks and hedge funds to bypass the German
Bundesbank and give the National Bank of Greece a short term bridge loan aka bail out.

In closing, I want to alert the American People that U.S. banks are still allowed to borrow against money
market funds and use the personal savings of average Americans as margin to engage in proprietary trading.

Question: Where is your money market fund? Is it in crude oil futures or, is it at the National Bank of Greece?

Hello CFTC, NFA, SEC and FDIC!

We can now divulge that Dutch bank ABN AMRO was to be used as the clearing house for the Greek asset
bubble ponzi scheme with a tie in to the Central Bank of Austria.

At this hour the Dutch Premier now opposes any Greek bail out.

 
 

* * * UPDATED REPORT #2 * * * 

The U.S. Inspector General, along with IMF President Christine Lagarde and German Bundesbank President
Jen Weidmann, have told U.S. Treasury Secretary Timothy Geithner and current Federal Reserve Chairman
Bernard Bernanke and former Federal Reserve Chairman Alan Greenspan:

CEASE AND DESIST and STOP USING THE WANTA-REAGAN-MITTERRAND PROTOCOL FUNDS AND YOUR
ASSET BUBBLE PONZI SCHEME THAT INVOLVES AN ATTEMPTED ILLEGAL BACK DOOR BAIL OUT
INVOLVING THE NATIONAL BANK OF GREECE AKA J.P. MORGAN AND GOLDMAN SACHS.

The aforementioned parties have told Geithner, Bernanke and Greenspan to stop writing derivatives on U.S.
Taxpayers’ money that does not belong to them.

Note: Current alleged U.S. pResident Barack Hussein Obama-Soetoro is using Geithner to offer bribes to the
National Bank of Greece to delay their exit from the European Union until after the November election.

Bloomberg News continues to lie and spin on the behalf of their crooked bank benefactors. A Bloomberg
News stooge reporter out of Asia just reported that China needed to boost exports by adding new stimulus.
That, of course, is BULLSHIT!
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That, of course, is BULLSHIT!

As we have reported, China and Japan are actually buying U.S. dollars so they can issue letters of credit to
fund their vendor financing after Geithner, Bernanke and Greenspan, along with crooked banks and hedge
funds, went out of control in an attempt to attack the U.S. dollar to do a money laundry bail out of the
National Bank of Greece.

Further note: Massive illegal electronic front running to continues tonight in all financial markets with the
front running being orchestrated by the crooked hedge funds and banks.

https://ascensionwithearth.wordpress.com/category/tom-heneghan/page/13/

Reconsolidation, Recollaterization and Repatriation Continues

by Tom Heneghan, International Intelligence Expert

Sunday August 5, 2012

UNITED STATES of America - It can now be reported that the U.S. Inspector General, along

with IMF (International Monetary Fund) officials, are jointly coordinating major redemption

and repatriation of collateralized assets from offshore proprietary accounts reference

property rights, precious and industrial metals, along with oil and natural gas holdings

(India, China, Singapore and the Philippines).

The word from the IMF is out that because of the irregularities of the LIBOR rate worldwide

banks need to reconsolidate and recollateralize and not create more derivatives that would

immediately be absorbed in borrowing costs and create more deflation not inflation with

the banks being unable to really loan money.

A recent short term bridge loan to the government of Greece that was supplied to them by

the Bank of Greece has alarmed IMF officials.

Note: The Bank of Greece's stockholders include German Deutsche Bank, the Bank of

Shanghai in mainland China, along with former President George Herbert Walker Bush,

former Secretary of State Colin Powell, banking giant Goldman Sachs and Bank of America,

together with current New York City Mayor Michael Bloomberg (owner of Bloomberg

News).

Question to Bloomberg News: Have you heard that sources close to the German Budenstag

(German Parliament) believe the German Supreme Court will rule that the ESM (European

Stability Mechanism) is unconstitutional under German law when they convene on

September 12, 2012?

Item: At this hour, IMF President Christine Lagarde and Bundesbank CEO Jens Weidmann

believe ECB (European Central Bank) President Mario Draghi exceeded the scope of his

mandate. Lagarde and Weidmann also have informed the German Deutsche Bank that their

balance sheet needs to be recapitalized with real assets.

Both Lagarde and Weidmann believe the solution to the euro crisis is reconsolidation and

repatriation and not borrowing money that doesn't exist. This all dovetails to the final

implementation of the Wanta-Reagan-Mitterrand Protocols that could zero out the U.S.

budget deficit within 60 days and dramatically reduce European and worldwide debt

exposure.

P.S. We can now also divulge that the U.S. Inspector General has begun a preliminary audit

of the U.S. Federal Reserve, along with the U.S. and European banking giants the the FED

https://ascensionwithearth.wordpress.com/category/tom-heneghan/page/13/
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and the American Taxpayers helped 'bail out'.

The Inspector General is working on issuing invoices that will become assets for the U.S.

Treasury, the American Taxpayers and the IMF.

P.P.S. Last Friday the rogue Federal Reserve Bank of New York (Timothy Geithner's former

employer) issued customer repo's allowing banking giants Goldman Sachs and Bank of

America to use their bonds as collateral to get a short term line of credit and then buy U.S.

equities, weaken the U.S. dollar and create asset bubbles by buying various commodity

contracts.

Hello CFTC!

The question that should be of concern to financial regulators is the possibility of a

connection between the customer repo's and the short term bridge loan made by the Bank

of Greece to the government of Greece.

Hello CFTC!

In closing, financial markets are now in a state of no man's land. The black box electronic

traders controlled by the banking casinos have created an environment of increased

volatility without volume.

There are rogue electronic trades that show up and then disappear, Chinese electronic

hacking with no paper trail that can balance out at the end of the day.

The question is: Where is the CFTC, the SEC and the NFA who job is to police this crap.

They are too busy framing retail brokers and are now trying to put FCMs out of business on

behalf of their handlers, the big banks.

It should be abundantly clear that we need a massive regulatory overhaul!

 

* * * LATE BREAKING REPORT * * *

We can now divulge that the alleged shooter involved in the Wisconsin FALSE FLAG attack

is a former FBI informant tied to an infiltrated militia cell in the state of Michigan.

https://shininglight2012.blogspot.com/2012/08/breanking-news-tom-heneghan.html

Wednesday   February 11, 2015

Greece Remains the Tripwire

by Tom Heneghan, International Intelligence Expert

https://shininglight2012.blogspot.com/2012/08/breanking-news-tom-heneghan.html
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source

 

UNITED States of America   -  It can now be reported that the 28 billion in Greek debt actually represents 1.28
trillion in EURO-U.S. dollar debt with the debt cross-collateralized to the German Deutsche Bank, JPMorgan

Chase and the Japanese Singapore branch Mizuho Bank.

We can also report that the U.S. MILITARY has already completed a secret audit of the conspiratorial
privately-owned U.S. Federal Reserve showing that the Fed has become a massive money laundry and

derivative clearing house for the worldwide banking consortium and now operating not only a ponzi but a
massive pyramid scheme, which is no longer top down but bottoms up.

Translation:  The Fed has a massive case of the flu aka the bird flu.

P.S.  At this hour the worldwide foreign currency market aka the FOREX needs to be immediately shut down
by U.S. financial regulators aka the CFTC and the NFA.

Algorithm fraud is being conducted by central banks allowing 100% mark ups on options both calls and puts

that have almost a zero percent delta and no volatility.

These banks aren't market makers, they are electronic computerized foreign currency swindlers of the
highest order!

The banks are actually using a now computerized London-based mocatta option from the early 1980s.

Reference:  Inflated bids and asks with no real volume justifying this type of price structure.

This is all grand theft larceny!

We can also divulge that CME Group President Terry Duffy continues to allow this massive electronic trading
fraud and recently announced (a violation of the Commodity Exchange Act of 1936) that all floor brokers aka

human beings would be fired with all trading being handed over to NSA programmed computers.

Message to Duffy:  The Commodity Exchange Act of 1936 requires open out cry aka human beings being

market makers not a NAZI Paperclip NSA programmed computer.

Reference:  The NAZI German convicted felon Wasendorf PFG model.

In closing, what is a Massachusetts stooge?

-  Dukakis 1988

-  John Kerry 2004

-  Mitt Romney 2012

-  and soon to be Federal Reserve supporter Elizabeth Warren, Democrat from Massachusetts

https://texasteapartypatriots.files.wordpress.com/2014/01/rand-paul-audit-the-fed.jpg
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source

 

Once again, we stand with Rand and the Constitution of the United States, the supreme law of our land!

NOT the NAZI Paperclip NSA or the high class bookmaker, the privately-owned  conspiratorial Federal
Reserve.

As we live free or die, Lafayette remains at Brandywine and

Albert Gore Jr. remains the year 2000 DULY ELECTED,

non-inaugurated,  natural born  REAL President of the United States.

Al Gore on Restoring the Rule of Law

http://www.acslaw.org/acsblog/al-gore-on-restoring-the-rule-of-law

http://www.tomheneghanbriefings.com/Greece-Remains-the-Tripwire__02-11-2015.html

Bank Runs Hit Greece and Thomas Jefferson is in the Building, Next!
Jun 28, 2015 · by Tom Heneghan, International Intelligence Expert source UNITED States of America - It can now be

reported that the nation of Greece will default on payments to both the ECB (European Central Bank) and the IMF
(International Monetary Fund).

http://www.tomheneghanbriefings.com/Bank-Runs-Hit-Greece-and-Thomas-Jefferson-is-in-the-Building-Next__06-28-
2015.html

Thursday   January 22, 2015

Alice Remains in Derivative Land and the Bankers Have NO Clothes
by Tom Heneghan, International Intelligence Expert

UNITED States of America   -   It can now be reported that Greek banks face a
serious liquidity crisis as depositors withdrew up to 4.2 billion euros over the
last 72 hours.

Greece will leave the European Union Sunday night, January 25th, meaning
that Greece will default on 70 trillion in euro currency in cross-collateralized
derivatives tied to JPMorgan Chase, Bank of America and Saudi owned U.S.
Citibank, along with the Central Bank of Japan.

https://colindonoghue.files.wordpress.com/2008/10/the-federal-reserve.gif?w=500
https://sitebuilder.homestead.com/~site/builder/stage.jsp?pageId=x49742d69732d546f74616c2d46696e616e6369616c2d54524541534f4e5f5f31312d31362d323031342e787066
http://www.tomheneghanbriefings.com/Greece-Remains-the-Tripwire__02-11-2015.html
http://http//www.tomheneghanbriefings.com/Bank-Runs-Hit-Greece-and-Thomas-Jefferson-is-in-the-Building-Next__06-28-2015.html
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Today the ECB (European Central Bank), the Central Bank of Japan and the
U.S. Federal Reserve issued 70 trillion (laugh out loud) of cross-collateralized
foreign currency derivatives (there is no real cash or margin) all designed to
absorb the shock of the Greece default.

The central bankers are now playing high stakes-high wire finance; when
backed into a corner here comes the 'BAIL-IN'.

P.S. The alleged ECB stimulus program (another Central Bank ponzi scheme) does not begin until March.
There is no mention of the specific European banks that will buy bonds and it is likely that Jens Weidmann,

head of the German Bundesbank, will sabotage ECB before we even see March 1st.

At this hour there is no real cash left in the financial markets. There are just computer algorithms and cross-
collateralized derivatives masquerading as assets when they are nothing more that I.O.U.s between crooked

banks.

They call those credit default swaps (CDS).

In closing, as Ukraine is about to financially collapse aka a default on the IMF (International Monetary Fund),
expect the Russian Federation to annex the entire province within days.

Stay tuned for future intelligence briefings in which we will detail the latest U.S. coup d' etat in Yemen, which

was nothing more than an obstruction of justice effort to protect the Saudi financed-Israeli Mossad operated
Yemen government that was headquarters for the Pegasus Unit crisis actor terrorists.

Related

Bank Withdrawals Reached €4.2 Billion in 3 Days
http://greece.greekreporter.com/2015/01/22/bank-withdrawals-reached-e4-2-billion-in-3-days/

http://www.tomheneghanbriefings.com/Alice-Remains-in-Derivative-Land-and-the-Bankers-Have-NO-Clothes__01-22-
2015.html

Wednesday October 17, 2012

IMF Takes Command
by Tom Heneghan, International Intelligence Expert

UNITED States of America - It can now be reported that the International Monetary

Fund (IMF), which continues relentless implementation of the Wanta-Reagan-

Mitterrand Protocols has told Spain and Greece that they can now write off the

http://greece.greekreporter.com/2015/01/22/bank-withdrawals-reached-e4-2-billion-in-3-days/
http://www.tomheneghanbriefings.com/Alice-Remains-in-Derivative-Land-and-the-Bankers-Have-NO-Clothes__01-22-2015.html
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derivative debt and bad loans linked to crooked U.S. and British banks reference:

Goldman Sachs, JPMorgan Chase, Citibank, Barclays Bank of the United Kingdom and

none other than the Bank of England.

This derivative debt on the books of Spanish and Greek banks
derives from the illegally bundled mortgage-backed securities that
were fraudulently marketed and sold to European financial
institutions and investors during the period from 2003 through
2007, enabled by the BushFRAUD-Henry Paulson Administration.

Item: The IMF ordered Wanta-Reagan-Mitterrand Protocol implementation, which is

now occurring across Europe, is targeted to the sovereign treasuries of the European

nations and has basically made the European Central Bank (ECB) irrelevant.

Note: The implementation of the Wanta-Reagan-Mitterrand Protocols in Europe has

now actually strengthened the value of the euro currency to above 132 in the current

spot price.

 

P.S. At this hour, IMF and the U.S. Comptroller of the Currency continue to order

massive redemption and repatriation of collateralized assets (eyes over China, India,

Japan and especially the Philippines) reference precious and industrialized metals,

along with oil and natural gas holdings, as the IMF and the U.S. Comptroller of the

Currency continue to move forward on bank consolidation and re-collateraliztion as

the crooked derivatives are being written off as fraudulent.

P.P.S. We can also divulge that U.S. Supreme Court Chief Justice
John Roberts has now stated that the rule of law mandates Wanta-
Reagan-Mitterrand Protocol implementation IMMEDIATELY!

The question now is: At this hour, where is U.S. Treasury Secretary Timothy Geithner? 

In closing, we can report that elements of the Joint U.S.-French Intelligence Task

Force, that has been on American soil since the American Revolutionary period, has

warned the U.S. Federal Reserve not to co-mingle Wanta-Reagan-Mitterrand Protocol

funds.

Finally, message to Bank of England stooge David P. Crayford: For the first time and

the last time, cease and desist! The American and European Taxpayers are no longer
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going to bail out the Bank of England and the crooked London LIFFE Exchange.

http://www.myspace.com/tom_heneghan_intel/blog

https://shininglight2012.blogspot.com/2012/10/tom-heneghan-imf-takes-command.html

 

Tuesday  April 28, 2015

Beyond Corruption

by Tom Heneghan, International Intelligence Expert

UNITED States of America   -   It can now be reported that the criminal U.S. bank Goldman Sachs, that helped

destroy Greece, and the alleged financial regulators: the SEC, the CFTC and the totally corrupt NAZI fascist
NFA, are guilty of massive obstruction of justice in regards to a massive foreign currency money laundry

directed by sociopath NAZI lesbian Hillary Rodenhurst Clinton.

This filthy NAZI Jew lesbian (who directed John F. Kennedy Jr.'s assassination and the attempted

assassination of then Vice President Albert Gore Jr. over the skies of Chicago in 1999) is now going rogue
with her sociopath husband Bill to blackmail and control financial regulatory agencies: the SEC, the CFTC

and the totally corrupt NFA.

Note: Hillary used her illegal private email at the U.S. State Department to communicate directly with the
alleged financial regulators who coordinated attacks and illegal investigations against her political enemies

including myself, the author of this intelligence briefing.

Notice to HIGH TREASON TRAITOR Hillary:  Your NAZI Jew ass is grass!

U.S. Constitution duly elected President Albert Gore Jr. remains the REAL President of the United States and
you, bitch, are a rotten piece of filth.

Related

Goldman Paid Bill Clinton $200K Before Lobbying Hillary On Export-Import Bank

http://www.zerohedge.com/news/2015-04-28/goldman-paid-bill-clinton-200k-lobbying-hillary-export-import-bank

 

The Clinton Foundation in one graph

http://www.blacklistednews.com/The_Clinton_Foundation_in_one_graph/43681/0/38/38/Y/M.html

 

 

source

 

As we live free or die, Lafayette remains at Brandywine and

Albert Gore Jr. remains the year 2000 U.S. Constitution DULY ELECTED,

http://www.myspace.com/tom_heneghan_intel/blog
https://shininglight2012.blogspot.com/2012/10/tom-heneghan-imf-takes-command.html
http://www.zerohedge.com/news/2015-04-28/goldman-paid-bill-clinton-200k-lobbying-hillary-export-import-bank
http://www.blacklistednews.com/The_Clinton_Foundation_in_one_graph/43681/0/38/38/Y/M.html
https://1.bp.blogspot.com/-znqmAS46b3E/T6ghKihavZI/AAAAAAAAAJg/BsbyPm3PWRI/s1600/Founding_Fathers_Stand_Against_Tyranny_1776.jpg#chose%20to%20fight%20or%20not
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non-inaugurated, natural born REAL President of the United States.

 

Al Gore on Restoring the Rule of Law

http://www.acslaw.org/acsblog/al-gore-on-restoring-the-rule-of-law

 

http://www.tomheneghanbriefings.com/Beyond-Corruption__04-28-2015.html

 

 

Sunday November 25, 2012

IMF Torpedoes ECB
Part 1 of 4

by Tom Heneghan

International Intelligence Expert

UNITED States of America - It can now be reported that IMF
officials have informed ECB (European Central Bank) President
Mario Draghi that he will not be allowed to co-mingle Wanta-
Reagan-Mitterrand Protocol funds in any new ponzi scheme
involving an alleged Greece bail out.

IMF Torpedoes ECB
Part 2 of 4

by Tom Heneghan

International Intelligence Expert

IMF President Christine Lagarde has directly blocked a 31 billion European Central Bank

money laundry involving the National Bank of Greece, which is basically owned by corrupt

U.S. financial giants JP Morgan, its affiliate Morgan Stanley, along with Goldman Sachs and

Citibank.

The IMF and Lagarde are convinced that this alleged Greek bail out scheme is nothing more

than an attempt to bail out the crooked cross-collateralized derivative holdings of the

aforementioned financial institutions that have turned the National Bank of Greece into a

Goldman Sachs gambling casino.

Sunday November 25, 2012

IMF Torpedoes ECB
Part 3 of 4
by Tom Heneghan
International Intelligence Expert

Note: The Supreme Court of Greece is preparing litigation that will sue the aforementioned
crooked U.S. financial institutions at the International Court of Justice in the Hague.

 
The lawsuit contains fraud charges against both Goldman Sachs and JP Morgan involving
crooked mortgage backed securities that were illegally marketed to the government of

https://sitebuilder.homestead.com/~site/builder/stage.jsp?pageId=x49742d69732d546f74616c2d46696e616e6369616c2d54524541534f4e5f5f31312d31362d323031342e787066
http://www.tomheneghanbriefings.com/Beyond-Corruption__04-28-2015.html
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crooked mortgage backed securities that were illegally marketed to the government of
Greece while Goldman Sachs and JP Morgan were actually shorting and taking the opposite
side of the derivatives that were sold to the government of Greece.

Read Part 4 below

Sunday November 25, 2012

IMF Torpedoes ECB
Part 4 of 4
by Tom Heneghan
International Intelligence Expert

(L-R) Federal Reserve Chairman Bernard Bernanke, 
U.S. Treasury Secretary Timothy Geithner and 
IMF President Christine Lagarde source

P.S. At this hour we can divulge that IMF President Christine Lagarde has once again told
U.S. Treasury Secretary Timothy Geithner to proceed with the final addendums that will
complete the bi-lateral tax agreements between the U.S. Treasury, the IMF and the Central
Bank of Austria, that will complete final implementation of the Wanta-Reagan-Mitterrand
Protocols.

Lagarde has also told U.S. Treasury Secretary Geithner that European banking reform and
recapitalization proceed with the Basel III agreement effective immediately.

Again, the IMF plan includes total Protocol implementation with draw down accounts linked
to the sovereign treasuries of the European Union nation members.

P.P.S. At this hour, the IMF continues to order massive asset redemption and repatriation of
collateralized assets aka precious and industrial metals along with oil and natural gas
holdings.

In closing, it is important to remember that final Protocol implementation will return $1.5
trillion back to the U.S. Treasury and zero out the budget deficit within sixty days.

----

For The First Time Ever, Greece Issues Negative Yielding Debt

Investors are now paying Greece - the Eurozone's most indebted nation - to
borrow money.

by Tom Heneghan, International Intelligence Expert 

UNITED States of America - It can now be reported that the 28 billion in Greek debt actually represents

http://www.msplinks.com/MDFodHRwOi8vY2RuLnRoZWF0bGFudGljLmNvbS8=
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/first-time-ever-greece-issues-negative-yielding-debt
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/first-time-ever-greece-issues-negative-yielding-debt
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1.28 trillion in EURO-U.S. dollar debt with the debt cross-collateralized to the German Deutsche Bank,

JPMorgan Chase and the Japanese Singapore branch Mizuho Bank.

http://www.tomheneghanbriefings.com/Greece-Remains-the-Tripwire__02-11-2015.html

Tom Heneghan 

Protocol Upate Plus a lot More

01/20/13

by Tom Heneghan. International Intelligence Expert. ... Greece, which needs another 10 billion euros to

bail out the toxic derivatives linked to numerous Greek financial institutions, has been ordered to default
by the IMF and leave the European Union within 30 days.

HENEGHAN: THE HOUSE OF CARDS UNRAVELS

Sunday April 19, 2015 . The House of Cards Unravels. by Tom Heneghan, International Intelligence Expert

. source. UNITED States of America - It can now be reported that the nation of Greece will default on its
European debt within 48 hours and immediately reissue the drachma and back it with gold.

Putin vs Soros

by Tom Heneghan

 https://thankyouwhiteknights.blogspot.com/2012/01/...

Jan 01, 2012 · Putin vs Soros by Tom Heneghan

... We can also divulge that the government of Greece has joined John
Hancock insurance company in a class action lawsuit against the criminal
U.S. …

October 21, 2012

Endgame Nears   Part 1 of 2 

by Tom Heneghan

https://ascensionwithearth.wordpress.com/category/tom-heneghan/page/12/
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